CLARIFICATIONS No. 2 TO THE QUESTIONS RECEIVED FROM PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS

Date: 14/9/2018

Country: MYANMAR
Project: Ayeyarwady Integrated River Basin Management (AIRBM) Project
Credit No.: IDA 55590
Contract Title: River Surveys and Very High Resolution Satellite data for Central and Upper Myanmar
Reference No.: S2.3
Clarifications: No. 2, question 1

Question 1: As referred to Bidding reference number S2.3 that we would like to clarify the section 4. description of the services under the sub section 1. overview of last paragraph as shown below:

"The contractor will be required to send the GCP data and Area of Interest (AOI) data to the satellite vendor and to provide stereo satellite images and associated digital elevation products that meet the key requirements below".

Our question is that it's compulsory to send GCP data to our satellite vendor who must provide the associated digital elevation products?

Because we capable to do photogrammetric workflow using GCPs data and producing associated digital elevation products as well.

Therefore, we willingly like to know the said above mentioned and your kind earliest response is much appreciated.

We look forward to a successful working relationship in the future.

Reply to Question 1: The successful contractor will need to share the Area of Interest data with their satellite vendor in order to get raw or processed satellite data.

The successful contractor can send the GCP data to the satellite vendor and ask them to produce the final products for deliverable 5 or may complete the photogrammetric workflow themselves.

In either case the final products must meet (or exceed) the detailed technical specifications for the satellite data in the bidding documents.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Win Hlaing
Project Director
Project Management Unit (PMU)
Ayeyarwady Integrated River Basin Management (AIRBM) Project